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A Force Directed Graph For Visualization of Voters´ Preferences Relative to 
Political Parties  
ABSTRACT  
As conversations in society to a larger extent are carried out on the internet, so are the civic conversations that are the basis of                        
the democratic process. To help citizens better navigate the democratic process, several news agencies in Sweden provide a                  
version of Valkompassen, ‘the election compass’. The intent behind Valkompassen is to give the normal reader an easily                  
understood answer for which party they are most aligned with on 25 questions relevant for the election. This paper suggests                    
an alternative information visualization based on a force directed graph of the results from Valkompassen (developed by TT                  
Nyhetsbyrån). The affordances of a force-directed graph make it an interesting option due to its ability to display specific                   
questions in an intuitive way and aesthetically pleasing way on a two or three dimensional plane not restricted to a political                     
left-right axis.The results of this study suggest that the average citizen might not be familiar with the force directed graph as                     
an information visualization tool but that they felt confident in using it after a few minutes of interaction. Most participants in                     
the study did experience seeing their political sympathies spread across the political left-right divide and found the graph                  
informative for exploring individual questions. The report did not however find that the alternative graph replaced the                 
original Valkompassen in experience provided. The discussion contains some recommendations for how to facilitate the               
learning curve and proposals for how the artifact could better make use of the affordances of the force-directed graph in the                     
future.  
 

 

En Force Directed Graph för Visualisering av Medborgares Preferenser i 
Relation till Politiska Partier 
SAMMANFATTNING 
I dagens samhälle äger diskussioner i allt större grad rum på internet vilket även gäller för de diskussioner som ligger till                     
grund för den demokratiska processen. För att hjälpa medborgare bättre navigera i det politiska landskapet och aktivt delta i                   
den demokratiska processen har flera nyhetsbyråer bidragit med ett test av respondentens politiska åsikter kallat               
“Valkompassen”. Avsikten bakom Valkompassen är att ge den vanliga läsaren ett lättförståeligt svar på vilket parti de mest                  
stämmer överens med baserat på 25 frågor som är relevanta för det kommande valet. Den här uppsatsen föreslår en alternativ                    
informationsvisualisering baserad på en  force directed graph byggd på resultaten från Valkompassen (utvecklad av TT               
Nyhetsbyrån). Egenskaperna en  force directed graph erbjuder gör den till ett intressant alternativ då den låter individuella                 
frågor visualiseras på estetiskt tilltalande sätt i ett två- eller tredimensionellt plan utan att vara begränsad till en politisk                   
höger-vänster axel. Resultaten indikerar att den genomsnittliga medborgaren kanske inte är bekant med en  force directed                
graph  som en informationsvisualisering, men att de kände sig bekväma med att använda den efter några minuters interaktion.                  
De flesta deltagarna i studien upplevde att de kunde se sina politiska sympatier spridda över både den politiska vänstern och                    
högern i grafen och fann grafen informativ för att utforska individuella frågor. Studien fann däremot inte att den alternativa                   
grafen ersatte Valkompassen i användarupplevelse. Diskussionen innehåller rekommendationer för hur inlärningskurvan kan            
underlättas och förslag på hur prototypen bättre kan använda de inneboende egenskaperna hos en  force directed graph i                  
framtiden.  
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ABSTRACT 
As conversations in society to a larger extent are carried out           
on the internet, so are the civic conversations that are the           
basis of the democratic process. To help citizens better         
navigate the democratic process, several news agencies in        
Sweden provide a version of Valkompassen, ‘the election        
compass’. The intent behind Valkompassen is to give the         
normal reader an easily understood answer for which party         
they are most aligned with on 25 questions relevant for the           
election. This paper suggests an alternative information       
visualization based on a force directed graph of the results          
from Valkompassen (developed by TT Nyhetsbyrån). The       
affordances of a force-directed graph make it an interesting         
option due to its ability to display specific questions in an           
intuitive way and aesthetically pleasing way on a two or          
three dimensional plane not restricted to a political left-right         
axis.The results of this study suggest that the average         
citizen might not be familiar with the force directed graph          
as an information visualization tool but that they felt         
confident in using it after a few minutes of interaction. Most           
participants in the study did experience seeing their political         
sympathies spread across the political left-right divide and        
found the graph informative for exploring individual       
questions. The report did not however find that the         
alternative graph replaced the original Valkompassen in       
experience provided. The discussion contains some      
recommendations for how to facilitate the learning curve        
and proposals for how the artifact could better make use of           
the affordances of the force-directed graph in the future.  

Author Keywords 
decision theory; civic informatics; information visualization  

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):       
Miscellaneous; See http://acm.org/about/class/1998 for the     
full list of ACM classifiers. This section is required. 

INTRODUCTION 
As conversations in society to a larger extent are carried out           
on the internet, so are the civic conversations which are the           
basis of the democratic process. This shift in medium has          
carried with it worries over inhibition due to anonymity and          
loss of face to face contact, as well as hopes for new            
possibilities for deliberation. As Coleman et al. [6]        
observes, traditional democratic institutions have come      
under pressure as civic participation through traditional       
channels is on the decline along with faith in the politicians           
who represent these institutions. They suggest that the way         
forward, if this negative trend is to be turned around, is to            
provide a system where citizens have the possibility to more          
actively take part in shaping policy and the questions that          
define the political landscape. The current frontrunners in        
nationwide implementation of e-voting are the Estonian and        
Swiss platforms for e-Democracy [2, 19]. However, both        
platforms are comparatively straightforward conversions of      
the current voting systems onto an ICT medium without         
taking much advantage of the characteristics of the        
web-based  medium.  

A majority of the contemporary online deliberation       
platforms use some version of idea gathering tool to allow          
users to send in their own suggestions, and many of the           
more widely used platforms have taken this further by         
allowing users to add suggestions to other users´        
suggestions, allowing cooperative drafting of proposals.      
This process adds the advantage of transparency and        
democratic legitimacy. However, real life implementations      
have also showed that these branching platforms are        
vulnerable to dilution; an already thin voting population        
will spread over many contending alternatives, which       
makes it difficult to get the necessary number of votes to           
build political momentum.  

We will in this study take a closer look at          
deliberative voting systems earlier proposed [3, 4, 22] that         
could encourage civic participation, and see if we through a          
design intervention (with a Force Directed graph) can show         
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voters that the questions important to them are more spread          
across the political landscape than they previously thought.  

 
The study will explore the force directed graph as a          
medium, chosen for its properties of displaying groupings        
and distances in an intuitive way as compared to ranking          
lists when a larger amount of questions are involved. A          
force directed graph is in this paper defined as an          
interactive visualization of a node graph where each node         
has a set relative spring force relation to its neighbours, but           
no pre-decided point in space.  
 
There are three key areas that will be touched upon: 

1. Is it possible to provide an internet based medium         
which allows and encourages citizens come to a        
personal standpoint in political questions rather      
than strictly adhere to political party lines?  

2. If so, would the citizens come to focus more on the           
issues rather than identity politics? 

3. Finally, would this shift in communication create a        
new political landscape, in which political parties       
would be urged by citizens to cooperate to achieve         
common goals regardless of political colour?  
 

In Sweden, there is a political landscape consisting of a          
multi-party system, where different parties form different       
coalitions in different questions. Sweden would thus be an         
interesting arena as the basis for research. The particular         
scenario to be investigated is the situation when a Swedish          
citizen wishes to explore the country’s various       
parties´standpoints during his or her coming to a standpoint         
before the upcoming election in a few months´ time to the           
country’s multi-party system parliament. To help him or her         
there is an app with an interface built around a force           
directed graph which allows representatives of the political        
parties showcase their position on various issues brought to         
public attention by the voters. This design intervention,        
whereby the parties´ political platforms can be divided into         
many individual issues, is intended to help a citizen discern          
how the parties relate to each other and identify overlap          
between parties, thus helping the individual to form a more          
nuanced opinion before the election. This information       
gathering is done by offering a simple graphical tool that          
easily can be used during commuting to or from work,          
studies or meetings - i.e. one of the most common periods           
of time when people search the web for information [22].  
 

Sweden is also well suited for carrying out the study by           
virtue of having a high level of technological literacy and          
prior experience with accessing public services and       
information via the web [29]. Sweden’s multi-party system        
is also well suited for the intended design intervention as it           
can showcase more than just two political camps, which is          
the case ‘de jure’ as well as ‘de facto’ in a multi-party            
system. Public opinion plays an essential role in coalition         
building in multi-party systems in deciding which       
partnerships are viable. The implication is that if the         
electorate is of the opinion that two parties are more aligned           
than previously thought, new coalition possibilities emerge.       
Contrarily, should the suggested coalition be seen as ill         
aligned,  it would most likely fail to gain momentum.  
 
In this study we are going to provide a short overview of            
the background and current state of e-Democracy, decision        
theory and current e-voting platforms. Thereafter we will        
lay out the design activities undertaken by ourselves along         
with why, explain the reasoning behind the design choices.         
Finally we will summarize our results from user evaluation         
and discuss the inherent weaknesses and strengths of the         
design, along with new research questions opened.  

Research question  
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how citizens          
would interpret an alternative visualization of the       
democratic landscape in an upcoming election based on a         
force directed graph. The variables of interest are; how far          
apart do voters think they are, how they interact with a force            
directed graph, and can they interpret information they        
consider to be of value from the graph? 
 
BACKGROUND  
The question being examined in this thesis is how a design 
intervention with a force directed graph could help citizens 
better see overlaps, i.e. potential areas for co-operation, 
between left and right.  

Decision making theory 
For an administration to be considered successful it is         
usually expected that the legislation it has achieved will not          
be overturned as soon as they leave office. Decision making          
theory has shown that in order to come to optimal decisions,           
discussions based on facts and diversity in opinions is key.          
To maintain a polarized political debate based on “friend of          
foe” emotions leads to suboptimization (AK Schneider       
2002). In other words there is a desire for long term           
solutions that the political opposition can still accept should         
they come into power. For a working relationship built on          
trust to be created between groups, an understanding of         
each others´ needs is necessary. It’s almost always better for          



a successful decision making process to start with focussing         
on the areas of agreement, thus not to start by focussing on            
the areas of disagreement. It is also an advantage to know           
which items are out of bounds, i.e. areas where it is very            
unlikely that a consensus will be reached. This allows         
participants to focus their attention on items more likely to          
succeed. 

People are more favourable to each other if they can          
recognise themselves in the other, this is usually called the          
mirror effect [20]. Should a voter therefore recognise that         
they have several issues in common with a party they have           
previously been opposed to it’s realistic to expect a more          
open minded and constructive attitude.  

e-Democracy 
When people discuss politics on the internet they tend to          
fall into one of three participation styles according to         
Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002). A core i) that leads          
the activities, “people who actively participate in       
discussion, even debates, in the public forums”, ii) a smaller          
group of active participants who “attend meetings regularly        
and participate occasionally in the community forums,       
without the regularity or intensity of the core group” , and           
iii) peripheral people, who “rarely participate,” but “keep to         
the sidelines watching the interaction of the core and active          
members”. Valkompassen which is a supporting tool for the         
political debate lends itself well to the latter, less intense          
groups, who otherwise would have less chance to explore         
their own values and confront opposing viewpoints. The        
risk of being personally attacked or socially outed for         
carrying an unwanted opinion is also less on Valkompassen         
than in direct participation with other users.  

In many political systems, political parties are polarized        
into blocks, i.e. left wing or right wing blocks. The          
implication of this situation is that political ideologies        
become archetypal and abstract, colour coded or class        
coded, thus depriving the voters of concrete       
communication about the options and standpoints in       
specific questions (FG Castles 1984). The danger of this is          
that people become blinded by non-factual political       
information based on prejudices, see the political landscape        
in black and white, and cast their vote on the party which is             
perceived as a friend, as opposed to the other party which           
consequently is the foe (SJ Brams 1978). This needs not          
necessarily be the case in some forms of democracy e.g.          
direct democracy, where voters are allowed to vote directly         
on concrete options and standpoints.  

Force directed graph 
Force-directed graph drawing algorithms are a class of        
algorithms for drawing graphs in an aesthetically-pleasing       
way. Their intent is to position the nodes of a graph in a             
two-dimensional or three-dimensional space so that there       

are as few crossing edges as possible and all the edges are            
of more or less equal length. Their history go back to at            
least 1963, when W. T. Tutte [24] devised one of the first            
force-directed graph drawing methods based on barycentric       
representations. More recent examples as the spring layout        
method of Eades [27] and the algorithm of Fruchterman and          
Reingold [23] which both rely on spring forces which allow          
the graph to maintain more consistent edge distance.  

In this study we are going to deviate somewhat from more           
or less the same length of each edge being expected while           
still keeping the overall aesthetically-pleasing outlook of       
the graph in regards to uniform edge length, vertice         
distribution and symmetry. The affordance this allows us is         
to use edge distance as an attribute of the graph. The           
general affordances offered by a force directed graph as a          
medium are; 1) very good quality results (for up to 50-500           
vertices) in regards to uniform edge length, vertex        
distribution and showing symmetry, 2) flexibility due to the         
fact that force-directed graphs easily can be adapted to         
fulfill additional aesthetic criteria, 3) intuitive since they are         
based on physical analogies of common objects like        
springs, which makes the behaviour of the algorithms        
relatively easy to predict and understand, and 4)        
interactivity, since the user can follow how the graph         
evolves as it is built and the user can pull one or more             
nodes out of their equilibrium state and watch them migrate          
back into position. The approach can be compared to liquid          
browsing, a concept defined by Waldeck et al. [28] as a           
means to fit comparatively large amounts of information        
into a limited screen space by means of expanding the space           
between information objects through an expansion lens       
where the user puts pressure on the screen through an input           
device, and adding liquid-like friction and acceleration       
forces when interacting with the graph. Together it creates a          
versatile information space with a liquid-like look and feel         
that can be used in a very intuitive way while allowing           
users to overview comparatively large amounts of       
information [28]. 

METHOD 
This section will describe the studies theoretical grounds in         
research through design and user-centered design. 

Research through Design (RtD) is a scientific method by         
which old or new technology is explored in the course of           
design and subsequent evaluation of artifacts [32].       
Generating new insights for practitioners in the field in         
regards to how practical implementations can span the gap         
to theory as well as identifying unanticipated effects of         
artifacts in different environments are the main scientific        
contributions. RtD could suit this work for exploring how         
voters see connections between parties and issues, as well         
as the distance between parties themselves - and how that          
may change with different information visualizations. The       



aim is to provide generalizable insights for practitioners and         
researchers in the field.  

As part of the RtD two rounds of prototyping took place           
and where evaluated with questionnaires, and user       
interviews based on cognitive walkthrough. Cognitive      
walkthrough is a usability evaluation method in which one         
or more evaluators work through a series of tasks and ask a            
set of questions from the perspective of the user. The focus           
of the cognitive walkthrough is on understanding the        
system's  learnability for new or infrequent users. Spencer,        
R. (2000). The design process has also tried to follow the           
ISO definition of human-centered design:  “an approach to        
interactive systems development that aims to make systems        
usable and useful by focusing on the users, their needs and           
requirements, and by applying human factors/ergonomics,      
and usability knowledge and techniques” (SS-EN ISO       
9241). 

RESULTS 
The results are described in regards to process, design, and          
evaluation. The process will go through the design activities         
undertaken to understand the domain and establish the        
goals, the design will go through and explain the artifact          
arrived upon, and the evaluation will present the learnings         
from the two rounds of interviews.  

Process 
In order to get a understanding of how online communities          
in the past have communicated different stances on political         
issues a review was carried out on two contemporary         
platforms: LiquidFeedback [26] and Valkompassen [27]. A       
central idea behind both is to let the user take a stand in             
individual questions rather than broad ideological stances.       
These later served as a basis to construct two personas who           
were  used in the later design process for scenario creation.  

Allan was the first persona: he claims to care little for           
politics and the politics in parliament, and did not vote last           
time. He does however have some issues he thinks are          
deeply important, and he thinks that politicians should focus         
on solving those. Who solves it is of less importance. He           
wants a primer on which parties care about his issue this           
election so he knows what to vote for. 

Becca was the second persona: she was deeply committed         
to her party and its values in the last election. Since then            
however she has lost faith in the party leadership even if she            
still cares about their issues. This election she wants to look           
at what other parties share her issues across the spectrum to           
find another party to vote for.  

Design 
The design process resulted in an alternative design for         
Valkompassen . The core idea behind the prototype was to         1

allow the user to explore the individual questions and how          

1https://laridae.github.io/ivis/ 

they relate to the parties in the upcoming election. By          
voicing a preference in each question and then exploring the          
resulting graph users may find that their sympathies might         
lie between two camps, or that questions important to them          
lies far from the parties that they are otherwise in agreement           
with.  

Basic structure 
To support Allan and Becca in finding which parties that          
share their important issues we begin by asking them 25          
questions. These questions are taken from Valkompassen       
developed by TT Nyhetsbyrån, a widely used self scoring         
test used in Sweden. Before the test, each party had          
answered each question on a four point scale from ‘strongly          
agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’. The four point scale was a          
design decision made by the original creators of        
Valkompassen. The traditional reason for choosing a four        
point scale is to make the parties take a clear standpoint,           
thus making it easier for the respondents to compare their          
own standpoints to those of the political parties.  

In our case we translate the 25 questions into 25 nodes           
initially seen in grey in Figure 4. The nine parties of the            
election are translated as nodes as well, easily visible by          
their party logos. For each party in the graph, there are 25            
edges - one to each question. The edge distance was          
determined by what the party had answered on the four          
point scale ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’ for that         
particular question. Parties which answered ‘strongly agree’       
were given a edge distance of 1*d, while those that          
answered strongly disagree were given an edge distance of         
4*d (‘d’ being a pixel distance that suits screen size). This           
to make sure that questions a party favours group around          
them while those they are in opposition of end up a longer            
distance away in the graph. There are no edges in between           
the parties themselves or the questions.  

 

Figure 1. Start screen 

http://www.usabilitybok.org/glossary/19#term407


Allan and Becca will answer the same questions, as seen in           
the screen in figure 4., on a four point scale after they are             
given the same arguments provided as orientation in        
Valkompassen. For us the answers of the parties will also be           
visible in a force directed graph also in the figure. 

After feedback from the first iteration that parties were hard          
to find we made the parties easily visible and adjusted the           
distance of ‘d’ so that the parties could be found inside the            
graph close to the questions rather than outside it. With the           
parties serving as anchors Allan and Becca can get a rough           
idea of what is the left and the right from their own earlier             
associations even before even choosing a node. 

Colouring  
To better be able to navigate and get an overview of the            
graph once you have done the test, the graph will colour           
itself as you do it. For each question Allan or Becca           
answers with ‘strongly agree’, the corresponding node is        
coloured dark green. For each question they answer        
‘strongly disagree’, the corresponding node is coloured red.        
Both the colour red and green can be regarded as semantic           
colours and they were chosen due to the connotations of red           
of error, danger and wrong - and the connotations of green           
of success, safe and right [28]. The lighter shade of green           
and the darker shade of orange were chosen to fit on the            
colour spectrum between two aforementioned colours. The       
semantic meaning of these colours may be subject to         
different interpretations in different parts of the world, but         
serve well for the intended Swedish audience. 

After the 25 questions are answered you will have a fully           
coloured graph like in Figure 2. where Becca for example          
might find that her green nodes are very much found in the            
upper half of the graph, situated between the parties Fi, Mp           
and V. Allan finds it mildly interesting but looks up his own            
particular question situated to the right and takes a moment          
to explore which questions where in the vicinity before         
moving on.  

 

 

Figure 2. Example of a coloured graph after answering 

 

Drag functionality  
The force directed graph is an “active graph” in the sense           
that the edges serve as spring forces, and the nodes have no            
fixed point in space as long as all all spring forces are            
satisfied. The graph can in other words be rearranged in          
multiple ways should the nodes´ starting positions be        
different or the user drag some of the nodes.  

To allow users to explore these spring forces to better come           
to understand the graph, and add an element of playability,          
the functionality to click a node and drag a node around the            
screen exists (fig. 3). Allan tries to pick up a traditional           
conservative question and place it among the progressive        
parties but find that it’s repelled back to its original position           
in the conservative corner as the combined edge distance of          
the progressive parties to the question couldn’t       
accommodate it and thus pushed it away.  

 

Figure 3. Example of dragging by the user 



Becca on the other hand takes some progressive issues and          
gradually moves them closer and further away from        
different parties to see how they react to figure out how           
close they really are. She finds that a particular progressive          
question makes the party M dance around the graph in order           
to get away from it when she brings it closer. 

Evaluation 
The prototype was evaluated through two iterations of user         
tests, with a total of 9 participants. The final iteration          
included 6 participants (5 male, 1 female) and were all held           
face to face. All participants in the study were Swedish          
citizens eligible for voting in the upcoming election, college         
students aged between 21 and 28. They were elected based          
on convenient sampling, i.e. due to their representation of         
the  intended user group.  

At the beginning of each evaluation the participants were         
asked to fill in a questionnaire about how they felt for the            
upcoming election, whatever some issues were more       
important to them, and how well they felt that they aligned           
with their prefered party and the opposition. They were also          
encouraged to think aloud both during the questionnaire and         
the subsequent evaluation of the prototype. From the initial         
questionnaire it was suggested that as of May most         
participants had a party they preferred and questions they         
cared more deeply about, but were still unsure whatever         
their preferred party agreed with them on these more         
important issues. This conclusion was drawn partly from        
spoken feedback on knowing “roughly” what to vote and         
being “very certain” which questions were more important -         
the participants reported feeling unsure as to whatever        
‘their’ parties shared their opinion this election and four out          
of six participants expressed some regret over not being         
more well informed on current politics when asked. These         
spoken comments correspond well to what they then        
answered in the questionnaires. The election being in        
September explains some of this uncertainty as political        
campaigning had not started in earnest during the        
evaluation. A finding of interest was that participants        
reported somewhat higher levels of certainty that “they had         
some questions in common with parties in opposition to         
their preferred party” than they reported certainty in        
agreeing with their own party. This was for the most part           
done with a shrug, all participants but one took it for a            
given that they would have some questions in common with          
parties in opposition, and this was said or written down          
without pausing for introspection for those participants.  

 Not at all    Very much 

1 I*  I I I I I 

2   I I I I I I 

3  I I I I I I  

4   I I I I I I 

5 I   I I I I I 

Table 1. Answers to questionnaire given to participants before 
the experiment (see Appendix A) 

Prototype Evaluation 
The participants were upon completing the preliminary       
questions given full access to the prototype and urged to          
think aloud when possible, but told that they would not be           
interrupted while they followed the written instructions.  

Upon being presented with the prototype the participants        
already knew that they would be answering 25 questions         
based on Valkompassen but not much more. Upon seeing         
the force directed graph half of the participants immediately         
started dragging and clicking at it, while the other half          
waited until they had answered a few questions or were told           
that the graph could be dragged. All the participants         
however started interpreting the graph - telling us what they          
thought it represented. Participant 4 thought that the 25 grey          
nodes were “all parties them too”, while two said they          
thought they were questions - the rest elected to withhold          
judgement until they got to answer a few questions. Two of           
the participants did ask about a couple of the party logos           
they did not recognize (one Swedish party had changed         
logo before the upcoming election) but recognizing that the         
nine nodes set apart at the start were parties did not seem to             
be a problem. 

It became apparent to all the participants on their own that           
their answers were colouring the graph depending on their         
answers after they had completed the first couple of         
questions. This realisation was usually affirmed between the        
third and eight question, suggesting that the users often         
missed the first colouring of a node. Two participants         
verbalized that they first thought that the colour might have          
represented not their opinion, but that of a party - before           
they answered more questions and started seeing the        
connection. Around this time (around 8-10 questions in) the         
participants also started to verbalise and affirm their        
theories about the graph if they had not already done so.           
Those of the participants (four out of six) who had said           
anything about edge distances before starting to answer        
questions thought that questions were “close [in distance] to         
the parties who agreed with them” - but half of the           
participants tried to go through at least one other         
explanation before settling on the initial one. Participant 1         
thought that “colour and distance might have been a         
combined attribute of some kind” with the colour being the          
parties opinion rather than his. This participant was asked         
what he thought distance signified in that case, upon which          



he went back to his original assumption that distance was          
the only attribute signified party approval.  

Upon completing the 25 questions and having coloured the         
entire graph most participants had some green nodes in both          
ends of the graph. Participant 2 and 4 verbalised this finding           
immediately while the rest reported it after having returned         
to the graph to check when filling in the second          
questionnaire. The general assessment of the graph and        
experience upon having completed the tasks was       
“interesting” or “fun” according to the participants.  

Follow-up interviews 
After the participants had completed their tasks with the         
prototype they were given a second questionnaire to fill in.          
In it the participants reported that they experienced the         
graph to be moderately difficult to learn to interpret, but          
that they all felt confident that they could do so at the end of              
the experiment. As for what information they experienced        
that they interpreted and found valuable, “being able to see          
the individual questions” was reported at the top by almost          
all participants in some form verbally. They did however         
not report that they felt more certain what to vote for after            
the experience, saying that they had problem placing        
themselves in the graph landscape. The participant who        
voiced it the strongest felt that “only by testing each party           
in turn [could you see who you were closest too]” which           
made it a bit cumbersome in the participant’s opinion. The          
participants were also asked whatever it seemed that they         
had some questions in common with the opposing parties         
and their answers in the questionnaire matched that from         
the spoken feedback - all but participant 6 reported seeing          
some overlap in their answers, where participant 1 and 4          
seeing it a bit more and the remainder a bit less. None of the              
participants reported feeling very surprised about it       
however - having already reported before using the artifact         
that they thought they would have some questions in         
common with the opposition.  

When the participants were shown an example after the         
second questionnaire how their answers would have been        
displayed in SvD´s Valkompassen [27] these findings were        
to some extent affirmed. The participants again repeated 1)         
that they felt that the graph had given them greater insight           
into the individual questions, which was appreciated as half         
the participants reported feeling uncertain as how the        
questions were ‘weighted’ in the original Valkompassen       
who displayed its results in a summarized barchart.        
Participant 3 went further saying that he “trusted” the graph          
more as he felt that he could understand how the forces           
worked. 2) The group was similarly unanimous in saying         
that an advantage SvD´s Valkompassen had over the graph         
was a clear recommendation as to what to vote for - and            
they believed that a user wanting a quick recommendation         
would prefer the original. Four of the six participants         
expressed a desire for having both of them as compliments          

to each other, which suggests that the participants did not          
feel that one made the other redundant but rather that they           
provided distinct experiences.  

 

 Not at all    Very much 

6 I I I* I  I I  

7 I I I I I I   

8  I I I* I I I 

9 I* I I I I I 

10  I I I I I I  

11    I I I I I I 

12 I   I I I I I 

Table 2. Answers to questionnaire given to participants after 
the experiment (see Appendix A) 

Unanticipated user behaviours  
The second and fourth user in the evaluation started         
engaging the graph in novel ways to get the information          
they wanted. Both users discovered roughly the same        
interactions and they could be classified into two distinct         
behaviours. 

The first behaviour consisted of selecting a party node and          
rapidly dragging it outside the visible screen and shaking it          
before letting it back in. Our assumption during the design          
process was that the drag functionality would be used to          
make small drags ‘within’ the graph to check the spring          
forces of one node at a time - the users instead showed more             
prone to use the spring forces to reorganize the entire graph           
than anticipated. This interaction created a ‘fan’ like        
distribution with the questions in most agreement for the         
party in an inner arc, while those in less agreement are           
forced into a outer arc. The remaining parties always ended          
up on the other side of the questions out of the way. Rapidly             
repeating this for each party, rapidly dragging and shaking,         
allowed the participants to see if the inner arc was mostly           
green or red, whereby they cast judgement as to whatever          
they seemed to share views with the party or not. In figure            
4. we see an example of participant 4 having picked the           
party KD (top node) and creating a fan, before he          
determined that the inner arc was red and that they were not            
in agreement. This behaviour was to a lesser extent used by           
participant three and five as well, but they did not repeat it            
for all parties. 

 



 

Figure 4. Example of a user’s fan spread 

A second unanticipated user behaviour was how participant        
two and four tried to click and drag questions they cared for            
one after another a bit outside the graph as to collect them.            
In the case of participant four he started going through the           
nodes in the graph and grouping the questions he cared for           
in a nest even before he started answering the 25 questions.           
The results can be seen in fig 5. below where the questions            
he nested together (circle added for clarification).  

 

Figure 5. Example of a user building a nest 

In both behaviours the participants mimicked each other        
without knowledge of each other. They did however meet         
different levels of success. Participant number five was        
happy with what was achieved with both interactions and         
had used more shaking when creating the fans. Participant         
number two on the other hand who had used less shaking in            
when creating the fans got slightly different results when         
repeating the interaction (the graph looked slightly different        
each time) which P5 found frustrating as the participant         
found it as a sign of unreliability on part of the graph.            
Participant number five also had less success in        
constructing the nest as P5 had cared about questions that          
seemed to repel each other when P5 tried to place them           

close to each other, voicing disapproval that “one could not          
care about both climate and high speed railways”. 

DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how citizens          
would interpret an alternative visualization of the       
democratic landscape in the upcoming election based on a         
force directed graph. The variables of interest are; how far          
apart do voters think they are, how they interact with a force            
directed graph, and can they interpret information they        
consider to be of value from the graph? 

User Interpretation of information 
Some users did have varied ideas of what the graph might           
have represented at the beginning before they started using         
it, but all of them arrived at the primary intendended          
conclusion within a few minutes of interacting with it; that          
closeness between a party vertice and a question vertice was          
meant to signify agreement and vice versa. This suggests         
that the basic set-up with parties and questions as nodes in a            
force directed graph is on some level intuitive for the          
intended audience. The affordance of the graph to ‘play         
around’ with individual questions to investigate them       
seemed to be appreciated by the participants and they         
claimed it to be informative. As ability to investigate         
individual questions seemed to be considered of great value         
by the participants a future iteration could make more         
information appear on mouseover on a vertice (e.g. written         
statements and amendments), and make questions the user        
consider more important more visible in the graph        
landscape.  

The affordance of a force-directed graph to achieve pleasant         
drawings with up to 50-500 vertices makes it well suited for           
scaling up in the future for real world implementations of          
democratic landscapes. While the total number of issues        
brought up in each election might be indefinite, 50-500         
might be considered to be around the amount of issues that           
have enough of a following in a given election year to gain            
traction - and a force directed graph might be a good choice            
for displaying a larger amount of questions in future         
elections. 

The evaluation gave mixed answers to how far apart the          
voters thought they were. An assumption early in the design          
process was that a force-directed graph would be able to          
draw multipolar political landscapes unhindered by left and        
right, and that part of the questions would be drawn towards           
the middle of the graph due to being questions agreed upon           
by all parties. In our case the participants reported that they           
could see the center right coalition stick together, as well as           
some of the left parties, but no distinct third cluster seemed           
to appear - nor did a middle cluster between the traditional           
left and right appear. The reason for the later might have           
been our choice of questions. The 25 questions chosen were          
taken from a test designed to help participants decide what          



to vote for - thus questions where parties were in general           
agreement might have been sorted out. It is possible that          
future implementations might have more success with       
drawing political middle ground if more general questions        
are added.  

The participants had reported expecting some overlap in        
their political allegiances, and after using the artifact they         
did indeed see overlap (they all had some green coloured          
vertices in both ends). Only two out of six reported feeling           
surprised by which parties they were agreeing with        
however, so it is unclear whatever we impacted their         
perceived distance to any party - some participants did         
claim that they had a better idea of what to vote for            
afterwards however. Those who had felt the graph to be less           
valuable in this regard said that they did not know how to            
place themselves in the graph (i.e. where were they in the           
graph?). The problem seemed to be that it was hard for the            
participants to make an aggregate judgement as to what         
party they were closest to after having looked at the          
coloured graph. A possible solution and user aid for a future           
version could be to add a vertice representing the user to the            
graph, and update its edge distances to each edge according          
to how the user answer the 25 questions - this ‘user vertice’            
would then serve as a user aid to be able to see their             
aggregate position in the graph landscape.  

User Interaction behaviour  
The design did allow users to explore the individual         
questions in relation to the parties through dragging their         
corresponding nodes around and testing out the spring        
forces of the graph - and all participants reported feeling          
comfortable with the interaction at the end of the         
evaluation.  

The two mentioned unanticipated user behaviours did to        
some extent suggest desired affordances from the graph that         
could be improved upon. 

The first user behaviour, the fan spread, seemed to be a user            
behaviour to get a clearer view of a single individual party           
by rearranging the graph through big drag movements. We         
could improve upon this by using an affordance of the          
force-directed graph; rebuilding by despawning nodes not       
currently needed - thus removing all parties not currently         
selected to remove clutter. An alternative would be to         
mimic the user interaction of dragging the party node         
outside and shake it, but automize it so the users get more            
consistent results. Both could make it easier for users to          
investigate individual parties. That this user behaviour       
occurred for the majority of the participants within a few          
minutes suggests that it might be somewhat intuitive for         
users to sort out force-directed bipartite graphs with varied         
link distances by finding nodes from the smaller partition         
and dragging them from the graph to better sort the link           
distances visually. That users can extract information in this         

manner might be useful for a designer utilizing a similar          
graph to know should they for whatever reason be unable to           
declutter the graph in other ways.  

The nesting interaction was the second unanticipated user        
behaviour. For our case it might be the more interesting one           
- as with several participants unsure about what was ‘their’          
party this represented a user interaction to rectify the         
problem. With users picking issues important to them and         
creating a new cluster with them they have in effect created           
a pseudo party within the graph, and the surrounding         
landscape reform itself around it. Some parties would be         
closer to this new pseudo party while others would be          
further away, and a user could find that either they have a            
party that lies very closely their new pseudo party or that           
they exist on their own outside the traditional party lines.          
This opportunity to allow participants to “create their own         
party” by clicking and dragging the issues important to         
them could give the user a greater sense of ownership and           
make the process more playful and fun - not unlike clicking           
and dragging things into a shopping cart. To some extent          
the finding can be generalized into users finding        
“collecting” of nodes a natural way to make sense of and           
sort out a force directed graph.  

Future studies 
It did seem possible to provide an internet based medium          
which encouraged citizens to take personal standpoints in        
political questions rather than strictly adhering to party        
lines. In doing so we also allowed citizens to focus on more            
on the issues rather than parties. How this medium could          
affect a political landscape if several citizens see and         
interact through it is future research question of interest.  

A future implementation of the graph described within this         
paper could be deployed along with an existing        
e-Democracy plattform (e.g. LiquidFeedback) where     
political suggestions are drafted collaboratively as the       
affordances of a force-directed graph make it suited for         
allowing users to add more nodes on their own. A force           
directed graph might thus be a possible solution for         
displaying a deliberative political process. How users would        
interpret and interact with a force-directed graph that allows         
collaborative editing would therefore be another future       
research question of interest. 

Several participants also read bigger significance into the        
exact distances than the prototype had strictly implemented.        
The edge distance was implemented along a four point scale          
of d*[1-4], which meant that users who tried to read          
significance into more minute distance differences that were        
instead looking at the force-directed graph´s current local        
minimum. It is correct however that edge distance could         
accommodate more detailed data - but it would be a future           
research topic as to how precisely users can interpret the          
true edge distance behind the actual edge distance that         
appears when several edges have to accommodate each        



other and thus stretch a bit. Should users be deemed unable           
differentiate a finer than four points it would be unhelpful to           
add more precise data to the true edges behind the          
visualization. Regardless we will consider it a finding that         
users sometimes try to interpret edge distance with higher         
degrees of precision than the graph was constructed for and          
it will be a subject of future work how to minimize           
interpretation errors due to it whenever using the edge         
distance of a force directed graph as an attribute.  

CONCLUSIONS 
I have conducted a research through design process to         
explore and evaluate the suitability of a force directed graph          
for visualizing a democratic landscape. The work resulted        
in an alternative design for Valkompassen. The study        
contributes with unique insights into how users interact with         
the graph to extract information and make sense of it. 
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A������� A (������ �������������) 

Vet du vad du kommer rösta på i Riksdagsvalet? 

Inte alls Helt säker  
 o o o o o 
 

Är det några frågor som är extra viktiga för dig det här valet? 

Inte alls Defini�vt 
 o o o o o 
 

Det parti du tror ligger dig närmast, hur väl tror du det håller med dig i de frågorna? 

Inte alls Fullkomligt  
 o o o o o 
 

Vet du vilka andra partier som ligger närmast dig i dina frågor? 

Inte alls Helt säker  
 o o o o o 
  

Tror du att du delar några åsikter med partier som står i opposition till ditt förstahandsval?  

Inte alls Defini�vt 
 o o o o o 
 
 
  



A������� B (����� �������������) 

Verkade du dela några åsikter från partier du inte väntat dig? 

Inte alls En hel del 
 o o o o o 
 

Var det något som förvånade dig? 

Inte alls Väldigt mycket  
 o o o o o 
 

Verkade ditt förstahandsval till parti dela dina åsikter? 

Nej. inte alls Ja, fullkomligt  
 o o o o o 
 

Har grafen hjälpt dig få en bättre idé om vad du ska rösta på? 

Inte alls Tämligen säker  
 o o o o o 
 

 

Hur svårt var det att lära sig läsa grafen? 

Inte alls Väldigt svårt 
 o o o o o 
 

Kände du att du kunde läsa grafen efter ett tag? 

Inte alls Defini�vt 
 o o o o o 
 

Var den informativ? 

Inte alls Mycket informa�v  
 o o o o o 
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